With CONAIRPRO™ PET, a world leader in personal haircare appliances offers pet owners a complete line of prep, grooming and finishing tools, including home clipper kits, trimmers, grooming tools and pet accessories for end-to-end grooming solutions.

There are many reasons grooming your pet regularly is important. You know that change of seasons dictates shorter cuts in summer and longer cuts with more frequent brushing in winter. But seasonal changes also bring fleas and ticks, so proper grooming is vital to control these pests.

Why is it important to groom your dog? Grooming is vital to prevent your dog’s coat from getting matted, as well as for removing loose hair, dirt and dander. Brushing and trimming also stimulate the natural oils in the skin and fur, which help make for a glossy, healthy-looking coat.

Do things that make you stand out from everyone else. Often it is the finishing touches you put on the pets you groom that keep you head and shoulders above the rest.
PREPPING TOOLS

COMBS: Remove small knots and snags

&

SHEDDING TOOLS: Safely remove excess and shedding hair

PGFFG
CONAIRPRO™ PET Grooming Glove
Keep your dog’s or cat’s coat shiny and healthy looking with frequent grooming. Use the CONAIRPRO™ PET Grooming Glove to brush and massage your pet while bathing or on dry fur. The textured side is designed to massage your pet and to remove loose hair and undercoat.
Always brush your pet’s hair in the same direction as the fur’s grain. It’s best to start at the head of your pet and work down its coat all the way to the tail. Use smooth, even strokes with light pressure for best results.

PGFFC
Flea Comb
UPC: 0 74108 41999 6 Case Quantity: 12

PGFCMD
Medium Comb
UPC: 0 74108 42049 7 Case Quantity: 12

PGFSLG
Large Shedding Blade
UPC: 0 74108 41996 5 Case Quantity: 12

PGFRS
½” Short-Tooth Undercoat Rake
UPC: 0 74108 42006 0 Case Quantity: 12

PGFRMD
¾” Medium-Tooth Undercoat Rake
UPC: 0 74108 42007 7 Case Quantity: 12

PGFRD
Dematting Rake
UPC: 0 74108 42008 4 Case Quantity: 12

PREPPING TOOLS

RAKES: Eliminate tangles and mats from undercoat

&

PET-IT® BRUSHES: Safely clean and massage skin areas

PGFPPSMB
Shampoo Massage Brush
During shampooing, thick bristles gently massage and stimulate the coat for healthy-looking, shiny fur. The bristles work to distribute pet-care products evenly through the coat. Also works great when used to massage your pet.
UPC: 0 74108 42036 0 Case Quantity: 12

PGFPICC
Curry Comb
Rubber fingers gently clean and massage sensitive skin areas. The comb removes dirt and debris while catching loose fur. The result is a clean, well-groomed pet.
UPC: 0 74108 42037 4 Case Quantity: 12

PGFGG
CONAIRPRO™ PET Grooming Glove
Keep your dog’s or cat’s coat shiny and healthy looking with frequent grooming. Use the CONAIRPRO™ PET Grooming Glove to brush and massage your pet while bathing or on dry fur. The textured side is designed to massage your pet and to remove loose hair and undercoat.
Always brush your pet’s hair in the same direction as the fur’s grain. It’s best to start at the head of your pet and work down its coat all the way to the tail. Use smooth, even strokes with light pressure for best results.

PGFFC
Flea Comb
UPC: 0 74108 41999 6 Case Quantity: 12

PGFCMD
Medium Comb
UPC: 0 74108 42049 7 Case Quantity: 12

PGFSLG
Large Shedding Blade
UPC: 0 74108 41996 5 Case Quantity: 12

PGFRS
½” Short-Tooth Undercoat Rake
UPC: 0 74108 42006 0 Case Quantity: 12

PGFRMD
¾” Medium-Tooth Undercoat Rake
UPC: 0 74108 42007 7 Case Quantity: 12

PGFRD
Dematting Rake
UPC: 0 74108 42008 4 Case Quantity: 12

PGFPPSMB
Shampoo Massage Brush
During shampooing, thick bristles gently massage and stimulate the coat for healthy-looking, shiny fur. The bristles work to distribute pet-care products evenly through the coat. Also works great when used to massage your pet.
UPC: 0 74108 42036 0 Case Quantity: 12

PGFPICC
Curry Comb
Rubber fingers gently clean and massage sensitive skin areas. The comb removes dirt and debris while catching loose fur. The result is a clean, well-groomed pet.
UPC: 0 74108 42037 4 Case Quantity: 12

PGFGG
CONAIRPRO™ PET Grooming Glove
Keep your dog’s or cat’s coat shiny and healthy looking with frequent grooming. Use the CONAIRPRO™ PET Grooming Glove to brush and massage your pet while bathing or on dry fur. The textured side is designed to massage your pet and to remove loose hair and undercoat.
Always brush your pet’s hair in the same direction as the fur’s grain. It’s best to start at the head of your pet and work down its coat all the way to the tail. Use smooth, even strokes with light pressure for best results.

PGFFC
Flea Comb
UPC: 0 74108 41999 6 Case Quantity: 12

PGFCMD
Medium Comb
UPC: 0 74108 42049 7 Case Quantity: 12

PGFSLG
Large Shedding Blade
UPC: 0 74108 41996 5 Case Quantity: 12

PGFRS
½” Short-Tooth Undercoat Rake
UPC: 0 74108 42006 0 Case Quantity: 12

PGFRMD
¾” Medium-Tooth Undercoat Rake
UPC: 0 74108 42007 7 Case Quantity: 12

PGFRD
Dematting Rake
UPC: 0 74108 42008 4 Case Quantity: 12

PGFPPSMB
Shampoo Massage Brush
During shampooing, thick bristles gently massage and stimulate the coat for healthy-looking, shiny fur. The bristles work to distribute pet-care products evenly through the coat. Also works great when used to massage your pet.
UPC: 0 74108 42036 0 Case Quantity: 12

PGFPICC
Curry Comb
Rubber fingers gently clean and massage sensitive skin areas. The comb removes dirt and debris while catching loose fur. The result is a clean, well-groomed pet.
UPC: 0 74108 42037 4 Case Quantity: 12
PREPPING TOOLS

DELUXE INDOOR/OUTDOOR PET WASHER

PGFPWR
CONAIRPRO™ PET Deluxe Indoor/Outdoor Pet Washer

• For gentle washing and deep cleansing of all breeds
• Dual pressure spray settings: Full-body spray or cone-shaped, curtain spray
• Massaging soft rubber fingers for shampooing and deep cleansing
• 8-foot reinforced hose
• 2 connectors for use in shower or tub, or quick connect to outdoor hose

UPC: 0 74108 42055 8
Case Quantity: 6

Massaging Soft Rubber Fingers

Grooming Essentials for Pets

Grooming, whether bathing or just brushing, is healthy for your pet for many reasons. It also helps strengthen the human-animal bond while allowing you to keep a close eye on your pet’s physical condition to prevent small problems from turning into larger ones. This is true whether you do all the grooming yourself or take your pet to a professional groomer to keep your pet clean and healthy-looking.
CONAIRPRO™ PET Grooming Tools

Achieving a professionally groomed look is easy when you have the right tools. Featuring our Memory Gel Grip handles, CONAIRPRO™ PET Grooming Tools provide a non-slip, soft grip that conforms to the shape of your hand, giving you better control and less hand fatigue.

SLICKER BRUSHES: Eliminate tangles and mats from coat

- **PGFSSS** Small Soft Slicker Brush
  - UPC: 0 74108 42012 1
  - Case Quantity: 12

- **PGFSMD** Medium Soft Slicker Brush
  - UPC: 0 74108 42016 9
  - Case Quantity: 12

- **PGFSS** Small Slicker Brush
  - UPC: 0 74108 42013 8
  - Case Quantity: 12

- **PGFSMD** Medium Slicker Brush
  - UPC: 0 74108 42016 9
  - Case Quantity: 12

- **PGFSLG** Large Slicker Brush
  - UPC: 0 74108 41994 1
  - Case Quantity: 12

- **PGFPIS** Metal Slicker Brush
  - UPC: 0 74108 42036 7
  - Case Quantity: 12

- **PGFPIPB** Soft Pin Brush
  - UPC: 0 74108 41990 3
  - Case Quantity: 12

- **PGFPP** Metal Slicker Brush
  - UPC: 0 74108 41996 9
  - Case Quantity: 12

Palm-Petting Grip Technology: Pet-It® brushes are made to fit seamlessly in the palm of your hand. Pet-It® motion is enjoyable for you and your pet.

**PGRDUP**

5-Piece Grooming Starter Kit

The 5-Piece Grooming Starter Kit – with important tools for training, socializing and bonding with your BFF, while keeping him/her healthy looking and well groomed. In addition to essential tools, we’ve also included a heart-shaped, plush squeaky toy to make grooming sessions fun and enjoyable for you and your pup.

- **UPC**: 0 74108 39305 0
- **Case Quantity**: 12
GROOMING TOOLS

PGF500
CONAIRPRO™ PET
Cord/Cordless 15-Piece Pet Clipper Kit
UPC: 0 74108 42054 1
Case Quantity: 6

- Use for light clipping and trimming on all breeds
- Powerful, lightweight DC motor produces 50% more power than a magnetic motor
- Turbo button produces 15% additional power when pushed
- Cord/cordless rechargeable with 35 minutes of runtime on a full charge
- Detachable, stainless steel blade cuts easily through your pet's coat
- 5-detent taper lever for select cutting positions
- Clipper Kit includes 8 comb attachments, metal comb, scissors, blade guard, lubricating oil, cleaning brush and deluxe hard storage case

Replacement Blade
PGFB500
UPC: 0 74108 41986 6
Case Quantity: 6

PGF44
CONAIRPRO™ PET Palm Pro™ Pet Micro Trimmer
UPC: 0 74108 42053 4
Case Quantity: 6

- Small, compact, palm-sized trimmer for face, ears, and paws
- Quiet, battery-powered unit
- Fits in the palm of your hand and is easily hidden, great for trimming skittish animals
- Includes 2 comb attachments, plus lubricating oil, cleaning brush and 1 AA battery

Replacement Blade
PGFB44R
UPC: 0 74108 41985 9
Case Quantity: 6

PGF420
CONAIRPRO™ PET 2-In-1 Clipper/Trimmer 17-Piece Pet Grooming Kit
UPC: 0 74108 42056 5
Case Quantity: 6

- Use for general clipping and trimming on all breeds
- Detachable, stainless steel, diamond-sharpened clipper blade for durability and cutting performance
- Quiet, 120-volt rotary motor has turbo switch for 15% power boost
- 5-position taper switch for select cutting positions
- Special trimmer blade for paws, face, ears
- Rubberized non-slip grip
- Clipper/Trimmer Kit includes 7 clipper comb attachments, 2 trimmer comb attachments, blade guard, lubricating oil, cleaning brush and soft storage pouch

Replacement Blade
PGFB420
UPC: 0 74108 41984 2
Case Quantity: 6

PGF240
CONAIRPRO™ PET 10-Piece Pet Home Grooming Clipper Kit
UPC: 0 74108 42052 7
Case Quantity: 6

- Use for light clipping and trimming on all breeds
- 120-volt DC motor provides more than twice the power of ordinary magnetic and pivot motor clippers
- 5-detent taper lever with cutting positions from long to short
- Detachable, stainless steel, diamond-sharpened blade for smooth, even cutting
- Clipper Kit includes 4 comb attachments, blade guard, lubricating oil, cleaning brush and soft storage pouch

Replacement Blade
PGFB240
UPC: 0 74108 41989 7
Case Quantity: 6
CONAIRPRO™ PET Cat Grooming Tools

Achieving a professionally groomed look for your cat is easy when you have the right tools. Featuring our Memory Grip handles, CONAIRPRO™ PET Grooming Tools provide a non-slip, soft grip that conforms to the shape of your hand, giving you better control and less hand fatigue.

SLICKERS:
Eliminate tangles and mats from coat

PIN BRUSH:
Ideal for daily brushing and detangling

COMB:
Finishing tool for removing small knots and snags

NAIL CLIPPERS:
Safely cut pet’s nails

PGFCTSS
Cat Slicker Brush
UPC: 0 74108 41988 0
Case Quantity: 12

PGFCTSSS
Cat Soft Slicker Brush
UPC: 0 74108 42001 5
Case Quantity: 12

PGFCTPBS
Cat Pin Brush
UPC: 0 74108 41993 4
Case Quantity: 12

PGFCTCMD
Cat Comb
UPC: 0 74108 42011 4
Case Quantity: 12

PGFTCNCS
Cat Small Nail Clipper
UPC: 0 74108 42046 6
Case Quantity: 12

PGFCTNIP
Cat Extra-Small Nail Nipper
UPC: 0 74108 42041 1
Case Quantity: 12
FINISHING TOOLS

PIN BRUSHES:
Ideal for daily brushing and detangling

PET-IT® BRUSHES:
Safely detangle and smooth

PGFPBS
Small Pin Brush
UPC: 0 74108 42019 0
Case Quantity: 12

PGFPBMD
Medium Pin Brush
UPC: 0 74108 42026 8
Case Quantity: 12

PGFPBLG
Large Pin Brush
UPC: 0 74108 41987 3
Case Quantity: 12

PGFPIPBM
2-Sided Pin/Bristle Brush
UPC: 0 74108 41991 0
Case Quantity: 12

PGFPIBB
Boar Bristle Brush
The handheld Boar Bristle Brush features 50% natural boar and 50% synthetic bristles that move easily through short and curly coats. Used to smooth and distribute oils in your pet’s fur for a natural, healthy-looking shine. Brush daily to maintain a smooth and shiny coat.
UPC: 0 74108 42039 8
Case Quantity: 12

PGFBPBM
Metal Pin Brush
The Metal Pin Brush features stainless steel pins with comfort tips for safe brushing. The reinforced pins penetrate deep into your pet’s coat without harming the skin. Use this brush every day for daily care and detangling; it’s ideal for use on long, flowing coats.
UPC: 0 74108 42029 9
Case Quantity: 12

ROUNDED-TIP SHEARS:
These shears feature unique, ergonomic finger holes and built-in finger rests to make grooming more comfortable. They’re designed for fine finishing work and perfecting the correct coat length. Always make sure hair is completely dry and free of mats and tangles before cutting.

PGFSH5
5” Shears:
Small dogs and cats. Used for small-area cutting such as ears, paws, nose and claw areas.
UPC: 0 74108 41998 9
Case Quantity: 12

PGFSH6
6” Shears:
Medium to large-size dogs. Used for ears, paws, nose and claw areas.
UPC: 0 74108 42048 0
Case Quantity: 12

PGFSH7
7” Shears:
Used for body, head and leg areas.
UPC: 0 74108 41997 2
Case Quantity: 12

Palm-Petting Grip Technology:
Pet-It® brushes are made to fit seamlessly in the palm of your hand. Pet-It® motion is enjoyable for you and your pet.
FINISHING TOOLS

CONAIRPRO™ PET Nail Care Essentials
Nail trimming is an essential part to the grooming process and keeps your furry friend looking healthy. When it comes to choosing a CONAIRPRO™ PET nail care tool for a regular trimming, it all comes down to the preference and comfort of you and your pet.

NAIL CLIPPERS:
These nail clippers feature a built-in safety guard and non-slip grip for added safety while grooming. With two sizes available, the nail clipper allows for an inexpensive, quick clipping of the nails on breeds of all sizes.

NAIL GRINDERS:
As an alternative to nail clippers, these nail grinder selections gradually file down the nails. Designed with safety and comfort in mind, they feature safety guard covers to prevent any hair from getting caught in the rotating head. The quiet motors help to keep your pet at ease during the trimming experience.

PGFNCL
Large Nail Clipper
UPC: 0 74108 42043 5
Case Quantity: 12

PGFNCS
Small Nail Clipper
UPC: 0 74108 42042 8
Case Quantity: 12

PGFNG
Professional Cordless Two-Speed LED Nail Grinder
UPC: 0 74108 42254 5
Case Quantity: 6

PGFNGS
Grinding Bands
UPC: 0 74108 24045 9
Case Quantity: 6

PGFNGS2
Finishing Stones
UPC: 0 74108 42058 9
Case Quantity: 6

LED Lighted
- Designed specifically for safely grinding pet's nails
- For all size breeds
- Quiet, lightweight, compact and powerful
- Cordless, battery operated (powered by 3 AA batteries – not included)
- 2 speed settings:
  - High Speed: Up to 10,000 RPM
  - Low Speed: 6,500 RPM
- LED lights for improved visibility
- Protective safety guard cover
- Easily interchangeable grinding/finishing attachments

PGFLNG
Professional Cordless Two-Speed LED Nail Grinder
UPC: 0 74108 41992 7
Case Quantity: 6

Built-In Safety Guard!
CONAIRPRO® PROFESSIONAL CLIPPER BLADES
Detachable blade replacements for all universally branded Professional Pet Clippers.

PGRRB40P
No. 40 Replacement Detachable Pet Blade
UPC: 7 74108 24163 4
Case Quantity: 6

PGRRB30P
No. 30 1/16" Replacement Detachable Pet Blade
UPC: 7 74108 24162 7
Case Quantity: 6

PGRRB15P
No. 15 1/4" Detachable Pet Blade
UPC: 7 74108 24161 0
Case Quantity: 6

PGRRB7P
No. 7 1/4" Detachable Pet Blade
UPC: 7 74108 24158 0
Case Quantity: 6

PGRRB7FP
No. 7F 1/4" Finishing Detachable Pet Blade
UPC: 7 74108 24157 3
Case Quantity: 6

PGRRB5FP
No. 5F 1/4" Finishing Detachable Pet Blade
UPC: 7 74108 24156 6
Case Quantity: 6

PGRRB4FP
No. 4F 3/8" Finishing Detachable Pet Blade
UPC: 7 74108 24154 2
Case Quantity: 6

UPC: 0 74108 24154 2

DESHEDDING BLADES/RAKES
Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.

With CONAIRPRO™ PET, a world leader in personal haircare appliances offers pet owners a complete line of home clipper kits, trimmers, grooming tools and pet accessories.

PREP 1
GROOM WITH LOVE™
FINISH 3

With CONAIRPRO™ PET, a world leader in personal haircare appliances offers pet owners a complete line of home clipper kits, trimmers, grooming tools and pet accessories.

PREP COMB:
1. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.
2. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.
3. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.
4. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.
5. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.
6. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.

GROOM ELEVEN:
1. Comb:
2. Comb:
3. Comb:
4. Comb:
5. Comb:
6. Comb:

FINISH NAIL GRINDERS/CLIPPERS
Specifically designed for safe trimming.

BRUSHES (best for all breeds):
Ideal for daily brushing and finishing.

ROUNDED-TIP SHEARS (best for all breeds):
Designed for free finishing work and correcting the coat length. Always make sure the hair is completely dry and free of matted fur and tangles before cutting.

CLIPPERS/TRIMMERS (best for all breeds):
Use for general clipping and finishing. Always make sure the hair is completely dry and free of matted fur and tangles before clipping.

PREP TOOLS (best for all breeds):
Ideal for waking pets.

UNDERCOAT RAKES (best for double-coated breeds):
Remove loose, excess hair from undercoat.

DESHEDDING BLADES/RAKES (best for double-coated breeds):
Safety removes excess fur and tangles.

STEPS TO EASY GROOMING:
Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.

PREP
1. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.
2. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.
3. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.
4. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.
5. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.
6. Prep fur/hair to be cut, and comb through tangles, dirt and loose hair.

GROOM
1. Comb:
2. Comb:
3. Comb:
4. Comb:
5. Comb:
6. Comb:

FINISH
1. Nail Grinder:
2. Nail Grinder:
3. Nail Grinder:
4. Nail Grinder:
5. Nail Grinder:
6. Nail Grinder:
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## Midwest, Northeast, Southeast, Southwest and West

**The Pet Firm, an Acosta Company**  
16841 N. 31st Avenue  
Phoenix, AZ 85053  
p. (602) 648-2261 f. (602) 748-1762

## Midwest (Farm, Feed and Large Animals)

**Conway Sales Associates**  
1615 34th Street  
Sioux City, IA 51104  
p. (712) 258-3873 f. (712) 234-2260 c. (712) 898-8000

## Division of Conair and BaByliss Professional Group

**Corporate Office:**  
1 Cummings Point Road  
Stamford, CT 06902  
p. 1-800-7CONAIR  
conairpet.com

**Customer Service:**  
50 Millstone Road,  
Building 100, Suite 200  
East Windsor, NJ 08520  
e-mail: pro_work_folder@conair.com  
p. (800) 366-5391 or (609) 426-1300  
f. (609) 426-0005 or (609) 490-5045